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 There was a time during the Cold War when the skies 

were watched for ‘Russian Paratroopers.’  For years my 

husband teases me – “Look! Russian Paratroopers!” when he 

wants to steal a French fry or snatch an extra piece of candy. 

 

 In the new military suspense film “Hunter Killer” we 

don’t need to look for any Russian paratroopers because the 

action lies far below the ice cap of the Bering Strait.  We 

first witness a cat and mouse game with our USS Tampa Bay nuclear sub chasing a Russian sub 

when suddenly the Russian sub blows up.  It doesn’t take long for the Tampa Bay to realize it, 

too, is in trouble.  All 110 of the brave sailors aboard the Tampa Bay come to a terrible end due 

to the fury of a Russian torpedo. 

 

 Trying to sort out just what happened under the ice cap Captain Joe Glass (Gerard Butler) 

is assigned to captain the hunter killer sub, the USS Arkansas.  His choice as a commander and 

his ability to command a nuclear sub is questioned by the Navy brass since Glass, not an 

Annapolis grad, rose up through the ranks.  He understands the intricacies of each job on the sub 

as opposed to his XO Brian Edwards (Carter MacIntyre) who questions his command decisions 

at every opportunity. The sub takes off toward Kola Bay and no sooner does it arrive than it’s 

fired upon.  Glass has to perform some pretty fancy and risky maneuvers to protect his men and 

ship.  Just what are the Russians up to?  Do they really want to start World War III? 

 

 As one can imagine, while there’s a lot of action on the sub, there’s also a lot of action at 

the Pentagon and with the Russians.  Russian President Zakarin (Alexander Diachenko) just 

happens to be visiting the base close to the sub action and falls prey to a coup staged by one of 

his hawkish generals.  Is Zakarin really being held prisoner by his own people?  What does 

Washington think?  The choices are to respond to the sinking of the Tampa Bay by positioning 

our forces for conflict; or perhaps send in a crackerjack Seal team to perform an impossible 

rescue mission of the Russian president and thwart the start of a World War.  President Dover 

(Caroline Goodall) must make the choice. 

 

 For those who enjoy military movies with lots of tension and good guys to root for, 

“Hunter Killer” is worth the price of movie popcorn.  The plot twists keep the story moving 

along especially when some Russian sailors are plucked from ocean graves to help our good 

captain Glass maneuver the mine fields surrounding the Russian base.  Just who can be trusted?  

Who is the enemy?  

 

 “Hunter Killer” takes us on a fantasy ride deep under the sea with lots of tension and men 

of character.  Don’t waste time looking for holes in the story line, just go with the flow and 

you’re in for a couple of hours of entertaining escapism.  One a scale of one to four Hart Beats, I 

give “Hunter Killer” TWO HARTS.  It’s interesting to see just how a military coup could 

happen. 

  


